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Score Point 4 

This response demonstrates exemplary analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. The response 

thoroughly addresses all parts of the task and demonstrates thorough understanding of the text by 

thoroughly analyzing explicit ideas (you make better choices when purchasing or consuming foods after 

reading a food label…the author does a great job of informing about the key elements of nutrients) and 

implicit ideas from the text (the author uses many key details to support the idea…If you know how to read 

one, you know how certain foods will affect your body…you learn to think before you eat). Well-chosen 

evidence is integrated into the response to thoroughly support the analysis, using accurate and relevant 

paraphrases and quotes that attribute information to the text. The response is well-focused and includes a 

purposeful introduction, body, and conclusion. Transitions are purposefully used throughout the response 

to connect the ideas (To begin...The author also supports…This idea is again supported…Along with warning 

you to read the label and find out what you had been missing…Beginning with…”Labels for Life” continues 

with…To conclude). Content specific vocabulary enhances ideas. Conventions of standard English are 

thoroughly demonstrated. 

 



Score Point 3 

This response demonstrates effective analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. The response 

addresses all parts of the task (The author supports their statement throughout the paragraph by giving 

information about different things you need to learn to understand the nutrition label) and demonstrates 

understanding of the text by analyzing ideas discussed by the author (how we can make better choices… 

how different people need different types of diets… the different categories on the nutrition label). Explicit 

ideas (the author is explaining how we can read the nutrition label to help make better choices) and implicit 

ideas (not everyone will make the same healthy choices, depending on their lifestyle) from the text are 

analyzed. Specific evidence from the text is effectively integrated into the response, using relevant and 

accurate details that support the analysis. Both the analysis and use of evidence are effective. Paraphrases 

and quotes attribute information to the text. The response is well-focused and includes a clear 

introduction, body, and conclusion. Transitions throughout the response connect the ideas. Content-

specific vocabulary from the text is utilized. Few errors in conventions do not interfere with meaning. 

 



 

 

  

Score Point 3 

This response demonstrates effective analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. The response 

addresses all parts of the task and demonstrates understanding of the text by analyzing how “the author 

describes how the label impacts our choices.” Explicit and implicit ideas from the text are analyzed (The 

author also tells us nutrients that we should consume…Now because of the author we know how to 

determine which is healthier than which…With this information, we can find out what our needs are based 

on our lifestyle. This helps inpact our choices on what we eat…Now I know how to make better choices, and 

so do the other readers, on how to eat and have a healthy lifestyle).  Specific evidence from the text is 

integrated into the analysis using details and examples. The response is focused and includes a clear 

introduction, body, conclusion, and transitions. Content-specific vocabulary from the text is used. Errors in 

conventions seldom interfere with meaning. 

 



 

 

Score Point 3 

This response demonstrates effective analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. This low 3 

response partially addresses the task and demonstrates understanding of the text by analyzing how the 

author supports the idea that learning to read a nutrition label is “a great lesson in the key elements of 

nutrition.”  The response only partially connects this main idea of the passage to an analysis of how learning 

to read nutrition labels is “also a great way to learn about making better choices” and the implicit ideas 

from the text (they tell us how we can stay healthy… the author gives us information on what we should get 

more/less of).  Explicit ideas from the text are thoroughly analyzed (just because the package says it’s 

healthy does not mean it really is…someone who excersises daily…someone who doesn’t excersise…we 

should eat plenty of protein to strengthen our muscles and maintain energy levels). Specific evidence is 

integrated into the response through the use of details, examples, and quotes.  Relevant and accurate 

evidence partially supports the analysis.  Paraphrases and quotes attribute information to the text. The 

response is focused and includes a clear introduction, body, conclusion, and transitions. The response 

partially demonstrates an organizational pattern and mode suited to the task; a clearer link of ideas back to 

a clearly stated thesis would strengthen this response. Content-specific vocabulary and precise word choice 

are utilized. Errors in conventions seldom interfere with meaning. 

 



 

Score Point 2 

This response demonstrates partially effective analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. The 

response partially addresses the task. A partial understanding of the text is demonstrated through partial 

analysis of mostly explicit ideas from the text (Reading the nutrition label of foods tells you how high or low 

something is in nutrients…If the consumer can’t tell what is a healthy choice of foods, read the nutrition 

label and find the percentages).  Some relevant and accurate information from the text partially supports 

the analysis and evidence is partially integrated. The response is partially focused, with an introduction that 

broadly establishes a topic, a body with ideas that are at times loosely connected, and a vague conclusion.  

An appropriate organizational pattern and mode is only partially demonstrated, as the body of the 

response is a largely a restatement of the text.  Occasional use of precise word choice and content-specific 

vocabulary from the text are evident.  Errors in conventions may interfere with meaning. 

 



 

 

 

Score Point 2 

This response demonstrates partially effective analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. The 

response addresses part of the task but does not directly analyze how the author supports the quoted 

statement. Some understanding of the explicit ideas in the text is demonstrated, but there is little analysis 

to demonstrate an understanding of implicit ideas (Size varies within different people so it is good to know 

what your body needs to run). Evidence from the text is selected and used in the response, but analysis for 

this evidence to support is lacking.  The use of paraphrases and quotes is only partially effective.  After the 

introduction, the response is basically a sequential summary of the text. The response is partially focused 

and includes an introduction, a body that follows the organization of the text, and a conclusion that 

paraphrases the conclusion from the passage. The response partially demonstrates an appropriate 

organizational pattern and mode suited to the task, as it reads as a narrated how-to read a nutrition label 

rather than an analysis of how the author supports the statement throughout the passage.  Errors are 

present, but they seldom interfere with meaning.   

 



 

 

Score Point 2 

This response demonstrates partially effective analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. The 

response partially addresses the task and a partial understanding of the text is demonstrated through some 

analysis that is somewhat related to the task (Reading a label can help you see how much fat or calories you 

are putting into your body…If you dont know how to read a nutrition label then how are you supposted to 

know what is in the item you want or are using). Background knowledge related to losing weight and 

allergies are presented in lieu of specific details, examples, and quotes from the text. Some relevant, 

accurate evidence partially supports the analysis (On the nutrition label it also shows the serving size…It also 

shows how much vitamins you are getting…make sure you look at the protein).  The response is partially 

focused and includes a partially effective introduction, body, and conclusion. The response occasionally 

uses precise word choice and content-specific vocabulary from the text.  Numerous errors in conventions, 

including sentence fluency, grammar, and spelling, interfere with meaning.   

 



 

 

Score Point 1 

This response demonstrates minimal analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. The response 

minimally addresses the task as it focuses on “learning how to read nutritional labels is important.” Partial 

understanding of the text is demonstrated.  An attempt to analyze ideas from the text is ineffective, with 

the only analysis consisting of “read the nutrition label” repeated for each quote provided. Text examples 

are listed and partially integrated into the response. The evidence provided is accurate, but is not used to 

support an analysis of the quoted statement. Quotes that attribute information to the text are used. The 

response partially demonstrates an organizational plan that includes a brief introduction, body, and 

conclusion. Transitions are used. Conventions of standard English are demonstrated. More analysis for the 

examples given would improve this response. 

 



 

  

Score Point 1 

This response demonstrates minimal analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. The response 

minimally addresses the task and demonstrates minimal understanding of the text. The analysis is minimal 

(the author has conveyed that it is important to learn about what you are eating and how to read the 

nutrition facts label) and little evidence is provided to support the analysis (he whats people to know about 

what they’re eating). There is minimal integration of details, examples, and quotes into the response. The 

response is minimally focused. There is minimal use of precise word choice and content-specific vocabulary 

from the passage. Some errors in conventions interfere with meaning. 

 



 

 

 

Score Point 1 

This response demonstrates minimal analysis of text, use of evidence, and writing skills. The response 

minimally addresses the task and demonstrates minimal understanding of the text by restating the main 

ideas of the sections of the passage (the author states many different facts about reading the nutrition 

label, making smarter choices, and the history of the nutrition label).  Explicit and implicit ideas from the 

text are minimally addressed and therefore ineffectively analyzed.  The response lacks specific evidence and 

few examples, details, and quotes are integrated into the response.  The response includes introduction, 

body, and conclusion paragraphs, but each is ineffective. Errors in conventions may interfere with meaning.  

 


